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Relationships,
Rights, and "Relief":

Ninety Years of MCC's
Integrated Response to

Humanitarian Crises

WILLIAM REIMER AND BRUCE N. GUENTHER

Every night one billion people—one-sixth of the world's popula-
tion—go to bed hungry.1 Due to high food prices and impacts of

global recession, the number of undernourished has risen to 850 mil-
lion. The Millennium Development Goal of halving the level of under-
nourishment by 2015 to 420 million seems increasingly out of reach.
Furthermore, climate change is increasing the number of persons af-
fected by disasters as a result of an increase in the intensity and fre-
quency of natural hazards, including drought, flooding, and storm
surges.2 An estimated 250 million people are currently affected by cli-
mate-related hazards in a typical year; this number could grow by fifty
percent to an estimated 375 million a year by 2015.3 The Stern Report
on the economic costs of climate change, meanwhile, estimates that up
to 500 million could be displaced by climate-related disasters by 2050.4

At the same time, however, the number of persons affected by
conflict over the course of the last few decades has dropped dramati-
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cally. The number of armed conflicts has declined globally by more
than forty percent since the early 1990s with sixteen major active
armed conflict recorded in 2008. The number of refugees also de-
clined by forty-five percent from 1992 to 2003.5 However, the nature
of conflict has changed, with an increasing trend toward one-sided
violent attacks against civilians (terrorism) and an increased "out-
sourcing" of conflict by governments to state-aligned militia groups.6
The drop in the number of conflict-affected people has been accom-
panied by a diversification and fragmentation of armed actors.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) has a long history of feed-
ing the hungry and of responding to the needs of those affected by
disasters and conflict since its inception in 1920. In this essay we ex-
plore shifts and trends in MCC's humanitarian assistance over the
course of the organization's ninety year history. While MCC is well-
known for its efforts in humanitarian assistance and crisis response,
the organization has from the beginning attempted to integrate short-
term emergency response with longer-term community develop-
ment and peacebuilding. In responding to humanitarian crises, MCC
has placed a strong emphasis on "building relationships" and part-
nership. This relational approach has strengthened ecumenical coop-
eration and enhanced the local capacity of partner organizations.

However, the organization has also faced a shift from volun-
teerism to becoming a more professionalized humanitarian organi-
zation, demanding more accountability and equity in the distribu-
tion of humanitarian assistance. While MCC was originally founded
on the premise of assisting Mennonites in the Soviet Union, the orga-
nization's mandate has extended beyond those within the Mennonite
community. In situations of armed conflict and in complex emergen-
cies, MCC has emphasized the need for impartiality of humanitarian
actors and has increasingly attempted to integrate peacebuilding ac-
tivities into relief responses.

This study is divided into four sections. The first section dis-
cusses how MCC has demonstrated an integrated response to hu-
manitarian crises, rejecting sector specialization and fragmentation.
In the second section, we explore MCC's emphasis on "relation-
ships," pointing to MCC's contributions to ecumenical cooperation,
to its commitment to building local capacity, and the unique contri-
bution of MCC's material resources program. The third section high-
lights the increasing call for greater accountability within the human-
itarian sector and the challenge in ensuring that all have the "right to
protection." In the final section, we analyze MCC's approach in the
context of conflict and complex emergencies, highlighting MCC's at-
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tempts to demonstrate a "love of enemies" and to seek opportunities
for peacebuilding. The conclusion summarizes these shifts and
trends, posing a vision for "MCC at 100."

N I N E T Y Y E A R S O F " R E L I E F " :
S Y N E R G I E S I N R E L I E F A N D D E V E L O P M E N T

MCC is amongst the oldest international relief organizations in
the world. In July 1920, in response to Russian Mennonites affected
by famine and following the Russian Revolution, twelve representa-
tives of American Mennonite Conferences met in Eklhart, Indiana, to
coordinate a joint Mennonite response to the crisis.7 Similarly in
Canada, in October 1920, fourteen representatives of Canadian Men-
nonite church conferences met in Rosthern, Saskatchewan, to form
the Canadian Central Committee, a body which was to work jointly
and in cooperation with the efforts of the American Mennonites.8

MCC faced a triage situation in Russia as it worked to keep as
many people alive as possible during the famine. Resources pro-
vided by the Mennonite Central Committee were not sufficient to
meet the growing needs of the about 48,000 Mennonites affected by
famine. At the peak of the crisis, an estimated 100 people were dying
per week in the German and Catholic settlement adjoining the
Molotschna Mennonite colony as a result of severe malnutrition.9

Across the Soviet Union between 1921-1922, around nine million
people died in the second largest famine of the twentieth century.10

MCC established soup kitchens while local selection committees
identified criteria for identifying beneficiaries. MCC-supported com-
mittees gave preference to vulnerable groups, such as children, the
elderly, single women, the ill, pregnant women, and nursing moth-
ers. From its earliest days, MCC thus confronted difficult decisions
about how to prioritize need.

These early activities also reflected the complex character of
MCC involvements. While MCC initially focused its resources on the
provision of humanitarian assistance, MCC quickly became involved
in what we would now call "development" and "advocacy" activi-
ties.11 In Canada, the Mennonite Board of Colonization began negoti-
ating with the Canadian government regarding the migration and re-
settlement of Mennonite refugees to Canada. While the Mennonite
Central Committee in the United States had intended to disband fol-
lowing the completion of the relief program in 1925, its members re-
activated the organization when the call came to aid several thou-
sand Mennonite refugees who had fled to Germany in 1929. MCC
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then assisted with the resettlement of Mennonite refugees in
Paraguay in 1930.

In his discussion on the evolution of non-governmental organi-
zations (NGOs), David Korten points to four distinct stages or "gen-
erations" of NGO development: 1) Relief and Welfare; 2) Community
Development; 3) Sustainable Systems Development; and 4) People's
Movements.12 Drawing on Korten's definitions and analysis, one can
see that MCC (and its predecessor organizations in Canada) has actu-
ally been active in all stages, or "generations," from its inception. In
the Soviet Union MCC provided immediate humanitarian relief (e.g.
soup kitchens), furnished support for local community development
initiatives (e.g. tractors and resettlement), lobbied government for
the protection of refugees, and created a movement by catalyzing and
coordinating Mennonite churches and service agencies in the U.S.
and Canada.

The provision of humanitarian assistance continued to be the
dominant driver of MCC's program but always created opportuni-
ties for broader interventions. In response to the devastation of World
War II, MCC established the "War Sufferers Relief" program which
included the distribution of food and clothing, the provision of com-
munity services, and peace education.13 MCC also undertook a
multi-pronged response to the food crisis of 1973-74 catalyzed by the
Sahelian drought and the oil crisis. At its annual meeting in Kansas,
the MCC board adopted the "Hillsboro Resolution" which called for
the broadening and strengthening of MCC's rural development pro-
grams, changes in North American consumption habits, greater fi-
nancial assistance to meet growing food needs, and public policy ad-
vocacy.14 Innovative MCC programs grew out of the Hillsboro Reso-
lution, including the More-with-Less cookbook and the MCC Food
Bank (now the Canadian Foodgrains Bank).

Despite MCC's attempt to respond to humanitarian needs in an
integrated fashion, a recent survey of MCC constituents reveals that
MCC is largely recognized for and associated with its work in hu-
manitarian relief activities.15 MCC's re-visioning process (New
Wine/New Wineskins) has also highlighted the importance of
MCC's "disaster relief" role in the eyes of MCC's supporters and
partners, with stakeholders also pointing toward MCC's peacebuild-
ing niche. However, an integrated approach of "relief, development,
and peace" has been the hallmark of MCC's activities from its begin-
ning in 1920.

Like MCC, other international NGOs grew out of the humanitar-
ian imperative to respond to those affected by war and hunger, par-
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ticularly in response to World War II.16 These organizations have
"evolved," increasingly looking to "longer-term" issues of sustain-
able development, conflict prevention, advocacy, and public educa-
tion. At the same time, relief and development organizations have
tended to become more specialized in response to the particular pas-
sions and interests of their constituency. "To feed the hungry and
clothe the naked" stood as MCC's slogan during its early years of
work in the Soviet Union.17 However, as late as the 1950s, some MCC
supporters raised questions regarding how much MCC should be in-
volved in development activities such as health and education.18

NGO particularism limits the scope of organizations to respond
with flexibility and creativity to complex problems and opportuni-
ties.19 The rise of complex emergencies, the growing hunger crisis,
and the increasing impact of climate change requires an integrated
approach using multiple modalities. For example, in response to in-
creasing drought risk and chronic food insecurity in semi-arid re-
gions of Kenya, MCC has assisted partners with the construction of
sand dams. The construction of these dams has reduced water inse-
curity through water harvesting in seasonal river beds. Combined
with terracing activities, sand dams have improved household agri-
culture output and helped diversify livelihood opportunities.20 Dur-
ing times of acute food insecurity as a result of drought, these sand
dams have been constructed through food-for-work activities
smoothing consumption for at-risk households while at the same
time mitigating against drought in the long-term.

During the Kenya drought of 2009, MCC partner organizations
observed that communities which had benefited from mature sand
dams were less affected by the drought and that sand dams had not
only prevented increased desertification but had transformed the
ecology and raised water tables in the region. Sand dams have
proven so successful that MCC has helped in the transfer of sand dam
technology to Mozambique and Tanzania, with further exploration
in southern Sudan and pastoralist areas of Uganda.

Organizations like MCC must focus on reducing vulnerability to
natural hazards and preventing conflict which lead to humanitarian
crises. To do so effectively, MCC must continue to work at viewing
program design wholistically. Sustainable livelihood, climate change
adaptation, and disaster risk-reduction theories and approaches
should all be considered in program design in order to build social re-
silience in the face of growing vulnerability and accelerating
change.21 MCC has embodied this multi-sectoral approach in the
past and should continue to embrace this.
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R E L A T I O N S H I P S A N D A I D :
E C U M E N I S M , P A R T N E R S H I P , A N D B L A N K E T S

Within MCC circles, people often claim that "MCC is about
building relationships" or that "connecting people" and "relation-
ships" are primary to the organization's approach or philosophy. De-
spite this strong relationships narrative, scant attention has been paid
to why this is important in carrying out MCC's mission—it has be-
come "MCC lore."22 What is the character of these relationships and
how do they impact MCC's program? Relationship-building with
and for whom?

The twentieth-century Jewish philosopher, Martin Buber,
claimed that "all actual life is encounter." Inland Thou, Buber articu-
lated what the French sociologist Pierre Bordieu would later call the
relational mode of thinking which "identifies the real not with sub-
stances but with relations."23 Rosalind Eyben, meanwhile, argues
that aid agencies tend to minimize the importance of social connec-
tions and relations, viewing aid through a "substantialist" and tech-
nocratic lens. She argues that aid is not a "thing" but is shaped by par-
ticular patterns of social relations, relations themselves molded by
context-specific and historically conditioned patterns of power. To
make sense of aid, we must see aid as "not a thing in itself—money
and technical cooperation—but also as patterns of social relations
that both shape and are shaped through the giving and receiving of
money and people."24

In the realm of MCC's humanitarian assistance program, "rela-
tionship building" has been expressed through a number of chan-
nels, including: 1) ecumenical cooperation; 2) partnering with local
agencies and civil society; and 3) individual "gift giving" through
MCC's material resource program. Cooperation and ecumenism
have become increasingly important for MCC in its humanitarian ac-
tivities. John Unruh may have contended that in the beginning "MCC
was created as a service organization and not as a kind of ecumenical
movement."25 In fact, since its inception, MCC has fostered inter-
Mennonite and broader ecumenical cooperation.

One of MCC's greatest contributions to increased ecumenical co-
operation has been its role in founding Canadian Foodgrains Bank
(CFGB). Following MCC's Hillsboro Resolution, MCC created the
MCC Food Bank in 1976 to provide timely food assistance for those
affected by acute food insecurity, and to promote longer-term solu-
tions to hunger. In July 1982 the MCC Food Bank was dissolved, giv-
ing way to the Canadian Foodgrains Bank. Formed in November
1982 following a meeting with denominations representing the
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Roman Catholic, United, Lutheran, Baptist, Presbyterian, the Salva-
tion Army, and the Christian and Missionary Alliance churches in
Canada, CFGB was incorporated in 1983 and now includes fifteen
member organizations with the Catholic and Anglican church agen-
cies joining recently in 2007.26

The call for increased cooperation in the humanitarian sector has
become louder in the wake of poor global information sharing and
disorganized program implementation in humanitarian crises. Ecu-
menical collaboration through CFGB provides opportunities for
MCC's constituency to respond to needs throughout the world,
sometimes extending beyond the reach of MCC's existing program
partners. This collaboration provides opportunities for program con-
tributions with trusted and like-minded agencies.

Other church member agencies frequently contribute to MCC's
program account, with MCC also contributing to the efforts of other
members. Notable collaborative responses to humanitarian crises in-
clude Afghanistan, North Korea, Zimbabwe, and Darfur, Sudan.
Over the past ten years, MCC has programmed an average of six to
seven million Canadian dollars annually through its account at
CFGB (including CIDA matching funds) and has recently increased
to over 10 million. On the American side, MCC was a founding im-
plementing member of the Foods Resource Bank (FRB), established
in 2000 to support smallholder agriculture programs of its member
agencies. Similar to CFGB, FRB's fifteen members contribute re-
sources to the projects of other members.

Ecumenical cooperation characterized MCC's response to eco-
nomic sanctions against Iraq and the 2003 invasion of that country. In
the build up to the war, MCC joined with Church World Service, the
National Council of Churches USA, Jubilee Partners, and Sojourners
in a $1 million program to respond to the health needs of Iraqi chil-
dren in a campaign entitled "All Our Children" (AOC). The program
focused on providing humanitarian assistance in Iraq but also in-
cluded an advocacy component, with donors writing letters to U.S.
President George W. Bush and engaging in advocacy against the
war's impact on children. MCC's participation in AOC gave MCC ac-
cess to more partners in Iraq and access to more resources.

Relationships built over the years at CFGB have also led to a more
coordinated Canadian response to disasters in the area of non-food
items, livelihood rehabilitation, and reconstruction. Following the
southeast Asian tsunami in December 2004, MCC joined with three
other church agencies—Presbyterian World Service and Develop-
ment (PWS&D), the United Church of Canada (UCC), and the Pri-
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mate's World Relief and Development Fund (PWRDF)—to form
"PUMA," a coalition which accessed $6 million worth of CIDA match-
ing resources to respond to an Action by Churches Together (ACT) In-
ternational appeal for reconstruction and rehabilitation in India.
Working together through a joint steering committee, PUMA sup-
ported a longtime MCC ecumenical partner in India, Churches Auxil-
iary for Social Action (CASA), in livelihood rehabilitation, housing re-
construction, and disaster preparedness and mitigation.

This multi-level ecumenical partnership—through PUMA, ACT,
and CASA—increased coordination and minimize duplication and
disparities in the delivery of humanitarian assistance theory. Rempel
concludes that the success of the program hinged on effective coordi-
nation and constructive north-south dialogue. Rempel argues that
the PUMA steering committee engaged CASA in a way that at-
tempted to minimize the donor-recipient power imbalance. The
process fostered constructive debate allowing CASA the necessary
flexibility to respond to the priorities of the local community.27

Following this successful partnership, the Pentecostal Assem-
blies of Canada (PAOC), the Christian Reformed World Relief Com-
mittee (CRWRC), and Canadian Lutheran World Relief joined the
group under the acronym PPUMACC in response to the South Asia
Earthquake which affected India and Pakistan. In 2007, these agen-
cies signed a memorandum of understanding under the banner of
Canadian Churches in Action (CCA), a coalition which has now suc-
cessfully carried out joint responses to disasters in the Philippines,
Bangladesh, Myanmar (Burma), and China, with MCC taking the
lead with our local partners in Myanmar and China.

In addition to promoting humanitarian coordination and ecu-
menical cooperation in Canada and the U.S., MCC also has a history
of participation in local cooperation and ecumenism in the South. In
the 1980s and 1990s, the World Council of Churches sponsored coun-
try-specific roundtables where denominational agencies, both local
and international, met jointly to discuss and support coordinated hu-
manitarian relief and community development programs of national-
level church councils. MCC participated in numerous such roundta-
bles, notably in Sudan, Zimbabwe, and South Africa, and has been
frequently asked to chair the roundtable of the Sudan Council of
Churches. MCC's leadership was appreciated due to the fact that it
had staff on the ground which frequently related to the national
church councils.

Ecumenical coordination efforts such as MCC's participation in
the Sudan Council of Churches, and the PUMA response to the Indian
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Ocean tsunami, have been successful in developing common agenda
in cooperation with Southern partners while also responding to the
needs of northern donor agencies (and their back donors). Aside from
coordination, MCC has placed an emphasis on working through local
partner agencies. While in the past MCC workers often engaged in
the hands-on delivery of humanitarian assistance, MCC has shifted
to almost exclusively working with local partner organizations who
manage project implementation. In many cases, MCC's reliance on
and relationships with local partners has greatly increased MCC's
level of humanitarian access. This approach recognizes that local or-
ganizations will be the ones who remain with the affected community
and that increasing their capacity is fundamental to long-term devel-
opment.

In the recent case of Cyclone Nargis in Myanmar (Burma), reach-
ing the affected population was a key challenge for international
NGOs in the early weeks of the emergency response. Despite govern-
ment restrictions on foreign aid agencies, MCC worked with estab-
lished local partners to respond within days. In the case of the Rwan-
dan genocide in 1994, despite having no program activity in either
Rwanda or Burundi, MCC responded to the genocide through
L'Eglise du Christ au Congo, with whom MCC had a historical rela-
tionship. Similarly, in the Gaza Strip, following Israel's military bom-
bardment in 2009, MCC operated through local partner organizations
able to deliver food and material resources to those affected, despite
the Israeli economic embargo and restrictions on movement.

Not only has MCC worked alongside local partners, MCC has
also heavily invested in building the local capacity of partners. In fact,
MCC has played a role in the creation of numerous civil society and
relief agencies which are now MCC partners in humanitarian crises.
These organizations include the Meserete Kristos Church Relief and
Development Association in Ethiopia, the Brethren in Christ Church
of Zambia's Compassionate Care Ministries, the Mennonite Christian
Service Fellowship of India, the Indonesia Mennonite Diakonial Ser-
vice, and Mennonite Disaster Service (in Canada and the U.S.).

MCC's emphasis on working with local partners has forced the
organization to struggle with questions of power and partnership.
Peter Walker highlights the large power imbalance between those
who come with money and political power and those who bring the
local knowledge so crucial for understanding and acting in the local
context. These unequal relationships between international NGOs
and local partner organizations often mean that accountability only
runs in one direction: back to the donor. Despite these power imbal-
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ances, somehow a relationship of mutual trust, responsibility, and ac-
countability must be created.28 Seconding MCC service workers to
partner organizations and "sticking with partners" over an extended
time frame has pushed MCC to be increasingly partner-driven and
strengthened relationships of mutual trust.

In addition to the promotion of ecumenical cooperation and local
partnerships, the practice of physical "gift giving" through MCC's
material resources program has created relationships between
MCC's supporters and project participants (beneficiaries) around the
world. Through these far-flung "encounters" of meat canning, stuff-
ing relief kits, sewing quilts, or harvesting food grain, individuals,
churches, and other groups from Canada and the U.S. have expressed
their concern for the plight of the poor and marginalized around the
globe. The recent Material Resources Program review highlights the
importance of this grassroots participation as an important channel
through which people engage MCC's mission and "connect" with
communities affected by conflict, poverty, and disaster.29

The pitfalls of short-term material responses shipped from North
America are obvious: The local purchase of material resources is
more cost-effective and supports local economic development; ship-
ping increases MCC's ecological footprint and delays the delivery of
relief items; and, finally, it risks leaving donors with the impression
that the problem is "solved" through a one-way exchange. However,
beyond these pitfalls, the Material Resources Review also noted the
appreciation for the high quality of goods that MCC ships.

MCC blankets, hand-sewn by many volunteers in Canada and
the U.S., are a case in point. In Darfur, displaced persons asked to ex-
change their thin United Nations blankets for the colorful MCC,
hand-sewn quilts. They noted that these "Mennonite" blankets were
lovingly made by persons interested in their plight. These blankets
have provided warmth and demonstrated kindness in hostile envi-
ronments including Rwanda, North Korea, and Iraq. Partners who
visit MCC Material Resource centers in Canada and the U.S. are often
awestruck at the number of dedicated volunteers committed to the
mission of MCC who function as the lifeblood of the organization.
Many of these MR volunteers were themselves once assisted by MCC
(particularly in the Soviet Union in the 1920s or in Europe during
World War I).

The more personal, or perhaps "relational," connection of the
material resource program "makes things more real" and can create
opportunities for transformation. In the lead-up to the 2003 Iraq inva-
sion, Canadian and American university students participated in
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purchasing relief kits for war victims in Iraq; accompanying informa-
tion on the impact of the conflict and the promotion of peace pro-
vided unique opportunities for increasing awareness on justice and
peacebuilding issues as well as mobilizing people for advocacy.

At the same time, as Rosalind Eyben rightfully notes, "the gift is
at one and the same time a material expression of potentially mutu-
ally transformative solidarity and of oppressive adverse incorpora-
tion into an unfair world."30 While MCC should continue to empha-
size relationship building through increased cooperation, partner-
ship, and opportunities for constituency engagement, the organiza-
tion must continue to work toward relationships that foster transfor-
mation and build solidarity. The emergence of rights-based ap-
proaches further underscores the increasing demand for accountabil-
ity to those affected by all actors including public, private, and non-
governmental organizations.

" C A R I N G IN THE N A M E OF C H R I S T "
AND THE R I G H T TO P R O T E C T I O N

One of the greatest shifts in how MCC caries out its humanitarian
activities is the growing "professionalization" of humanitarian assis-
tance, particularly over the last few decades.31 MCC's humanitarian
activities have been influenced by a greater demand for accountabil-
ity from donors, local stakeholders, and the broader humanitarian
community itself.

In one of the greatest humanitarian crises of the twentieth cen-
tury, MCC joined 188 other international aid agencies in eastern De-
mocratic Republic of Congo (then Zaire) in responding to huge influx
of Rwandan refugees fleeing the conflict in 1994. For the most part,
poor collaboration existed among these agencies, leading to vastly
different levels of assistance being provided to the affected popula-
tion. The experience in Rwanda led to a call from humanitarian or-
ganizations for increased collaboration and also the agreement to the
formulation of minimum standards for the humanitarian commu-
nity.

The Sphere Project was launched and has succeeded in setting
out agreeable minimum standards for humanitarian practice in the
areas of food assistance, nutrition, water and sanitation, health, shel-
ter, and site selection. At the core of the Sphere Project is the Human-
itarian Charter which highlights three core principles for humanitar-
ian actors: the right to life with dignity, the distinction between com-
batants and non-combatants, and the principle of non-refoulement.32
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Adherence to minimum standards over the past decade has led to a
reduction in the level of morbidity in refugee camps.33 In addition to
ensuring minimum humanitarian standards, humanitarian organi-
zations are now forced to think through numerous complexities in
the delivery of humanitarian assistance, including how to promote
gender equity; ensure the participation of those affected; reduce vul-
nerability to disasters; build local capacity; and minimize the use of
aid as a weapon (the "Do No Harm" principle).

The emergence of results-based management (RBM) systems in
the wake of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness has also
changed the way MCC carries out its relief activities. The pressure
from back donors (notably CIDA and CFGB) and the MCC con-
stituency along with MCC's own desire to "manage for results" has
also led to greater rigor in MCC's planning, monitoring, and evalua-
tion (PME) activities. Many within the organization have resisted the
introduction of results-based management, arguing that this "West-
ern rational planning model" has been imposed on MCC and our
partners and that it hinders relationship-building and participatory
development.34 They contend that accountability for results and
building relationships are mutually exclusive objectives.35 Rather,
when conducted in the context of partnership, accompaniment, and
local accountability, RBM can be a strong learning tool, increasing
program impact. The challenge for MCC remains our ability to go be-
yond "filling in the boxes" toward becoming a learning organization,
building our own capacity in current development practice, particu-
larly in PME methodologies.

The management structures particular to MCC's humanitarian
and disaster response operations have also undergone significant
change. In response to Hurricane Mitch, numerous humanitarian or-
ganizations were forced to reevaluate their operating procedures and
policy to ensure the necessary field capacity to carry out large-scale
disaster responses. A review of MCC's operating procedures led to
increased information sharing within the MCC system as well as
strengthened local capacity for disaster management and coordina-
tion. Similarly, the overwhelming response of MCC's constituency to
the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami has also forced MCC and other NGOs
to reevaluate its operating procedures and management structures in
the face of large-scale disaster responses.36

MCC's response to the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004 also high-
lights the great disparity in the allocation of humanitarian assistance.
MCC was entrusted with US$23 million from constituency and gov-
ernment grants to respond to the destruction in Sri Lanka, India, In-
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donesia, and Somalia. In addition to immediate emergency relief,
trauma healing, and livelihood rehabilitation, these resources al-
lowed MCC to build disaster resistant housing for 106 households in
India and Indonesia, as well as a number of schools and libraries.

This overwhelming response to the tsunami stands in stark con-
trast to other major disasters of this kind, where on average, MCC is
only able to respond on a much smaller scale. Levels of humanitarian
assistance are often driven by media attention and the corresponding
interest from MCC constituents. While MCC often receives a large in-
flux of donations for sudden-onset emergencies (earthquakes, hurri-
canes, and cyclones), slower-onset emergencies such as drought or
protracted conflict receive minimal interest from MCC's donor con-
stituency. For example, in the case of most major African droughts,
MCC is fortunate if it manages to raise $200,000, even though mil-
lions are affected. Oxfam points to the lack of impartiality in the de-
livery of humanitarian assistance globally, highlighting that the
500,000 people affected by the Asian tsunami in 2004 received on av-
erage $1,241 each in official aid flows, while in the same year the re-
sponse to the 700,000 people affected by conflict in Chad received an
average of $23 per person.37

Climate change , combined with increasing and volatile com-
modity prices, threatens to put millions upon millions of people at
risk. The prospect of increasing drought due to climate change is no-
table since slow-onset disasters have accounted for almost 87 percent
of all natural hazard-related deaths between 1990 and 1999.38 How-
ever, far from being "acts of God," famine or acute food insecurity is
the result of human action and inaction, representing a failure of ac-
countability of humanitarian and government actors.39 One of the
key drivers behind acute food insecurity is the predictable nature of
seasonal hunger. During the annual "hungry season" and during cy-
cles of drought, households are forced to take on difficult "coping
strategies" including reducing consumption, migration, the selling
of assets, and the sacrifice of other expenditures (e.g. school fees).
Combating these "normal cycles" of seasonal hunger is instrumental
not only in tackling chronic rural poverty but also crucial to famine
prevention.40

In the specific case of Ethiopia, the government and international
donors have recognized that despite the cycle of annual "emergency"
appeals, the majority of the affected households are chronically hun-
gry and face predictable seasonal hunger gaps. In recognition of this
fact, the Ethiopian government along with international donors cre-
ated the Productive Safety Net Program which targets about eight
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million chronically food insecure households. Households are pro-
vided with predictable food assistance (in the form of food aid or cash
transfers) during the hungry season.

MCC partners with the Meserete Kristos Church Relief and De-
velopment Association in the implementation of the safety net pro-
gram in twelve peasant associations in southern Ethiopia. After four
years of implementation, the program has succeeded in improving
food consumption, reducing the "distress selling" of assets (along
with other harmful "coping strategies"), and has even led to an in-
crease in household asset holdings through group saving circles.41

Ethiopia's safety net program has proven that predictable access to
food during the hungry season positively impacts short-term food
security while also contributing to longer-term poverty reduction.

Through MCC's account at the Canadian Foodgrains Bank, MCC
partners implement similar seasonal safety net programs in Burundi,
Nepal, and India. In the face of growing climate uncertainty, these so-
cial protection programs will become increasingly important as a
means to promote climate change adaptation and risk reduction
more generally.42

How does MCC work with the constituency to ensure the right to
humanitarian assistance for all? If MCC believes that "caring in the
name of Christ" means that all have the right to protection—that, in
fact, there is a universal social minimum which all people should
enjoy—the organization will have to increase its ability to respond to
"forgotten emergencies" and increase program emphasis on the re-
duction of vulnerability to disasters and crises.

" L O V I N G THE ENEMY":
I M P A R T I A L I T Y A N D P E A C E B U I L D I N G

Impartiality remains a key principle for humanitarianism. While
MCC began its work targeting its efforts at Mennonite sisters and
brothers, over the last ninety years MCC has broadened its efforts to
include those beyond the confines of denominational affiliation and
ethnicity. In the context of armed conflict, the biblical challenge to
"love enemies" has been fundamental to MCC's humanitarian activ-
ities. However, the place of humanitarian actors has become increas-
ingly complicated in "complex emergencies" as foreign and domestic
governments attempt to coopt humanitarian activities to advance po-
litical and military objectives.

The case of MCC's humanitarian activities in Vietnam is still in-
structive as MCC continues to confront issues of "impartiality" in the
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context of complex emergencies. MCC began its efforts in Vietnam in
1954 with the primary objective of helping the Protestant refugees in
Southern Vietnam; yet "MCC quickly expanded far beyond this nar-
row calling to aiding the people of Vietnam with respect to need, not
religion."43

Initially MCC cooperated with the U.S. government, distributing
U.S. food aid and operating in southern Vietnam; however, this close
association with government and military quickly changed. MCC
personnel increasingly questioned the alignment of MCC's opera-
tions (through the Vietnam Christian Service) with U.S. government
objectives. MCC stopped distributing U.S. food aid and increasingly
began to reach out and build relationships across "enemy lines" by
providing food assistance in Northern Vietnam. The U.S. govern-
ment also raised questions when MCC service workers developed re-
lationships with the communist leaders, including the National Lib-
eration Front (the southern insurgency group) and northern Viet-
namese leaders. By 1976 MCC was the only agency with staff in the
country after the fall of South Vietnam. In cooperation with an
"enemy state," MCC began operations with the new communist gov-
ernment, including the approval of US$1 million in humanitarian as-
sistance.44

MCC has maintained its commitment to impartiality by working
on both sides during conflicts and in complex emergency contexts,
including operations in Ethiopia, Afghanistan, and Sudan. While the
Ethiopian government was at war with the Oromos, Eritreans, and
Tigrayan forces from the mid 1980s to the mid-1990s, MCC provided
food and material resources to those affected by the conflict while
also maintaining program in non-government areas of Ethiopia. De-
spite its knowledge that MCC was assisting those in non-government
controlled areas, the Ethiopian government allowed MCC to con-
tinue its operations. Similarly, during Sudan's protracted war with
the Sudan People's Liberation Army (SPLA), MCC assisted civilians
in government and non-government controlled areas. The same goes
for MCC's efforts in Afghanistan between 1996 and 2001. There MCC,
through partnership with Medair, assisted people affected by the
conflict in both Taliban and non-Taliban controlled areas.

Some international humanitarian organizations have chosen a
more activist approach in complex emergencies, publicly speaking
out against atrocities. However, MCC has approached these situa-
tions differently, using a dual-track approach: supporting "quiet
diplomacy" through local advocacy initiatives, while at the same
time remaining engaged in humanitarian efforts. Choosing to oper-
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ate "under the radar" by taking cues from local partners, MCC has
been able maintain humanitarian access in very difficult and com-
plex environments.

The case of MCC's involvement in the Democratic Peoples' Re-
public of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) reflects MCC's emphasis on
staying engaged. In 1997, MCC launched an appeal for North Korea
in light of growing hunger in this politically isolated country. MCC's
constituency enthusiastically supported this effort, doubling MCC's
original appeal request of CDN$ 360,000. In cooperation with the
DPRK government, MCC has provided material resources, canned
meat, soy milk, and other humanitarian assistance. While some in
MCC's constituency question MCC's involvement in the DPRK,
MCC has viewed humanitarian and development activities as oppor-
tunities for engagement. MCC has sponsored agricultural exchanges
in between DPRK officials and Mennonites in Canada and the U.S. to
build relationships and understanding. While relatively small, these
exchanges have opened "windows of compassion" as we attempt to
welcome and embrace "the Other."45

MCC's ability to create this space for engagement and to respond
impartially has come under threat in a post-9/11 world and the emer-
gence of "humanitarian wars." The line between humanitarian actors
and military operations has become blurred with the emergence of
"The Responsibility to Protect" doctrine, which justifies the use of
military force to protect human rights of those affected by crisis. The
"whole-of-government," or "3D," approach attempts to combine de-
fense, diplomatic, and development efforts into a seamless, comple-
mentary whole, sacrificing the humanitarian imperative in the name
of an integrated approach to achieving long-term peace.

For MCC these new forms of political-military strategy pose dif-
ficult questions about its attempts to respond impartially to human
need. One month before the 2003 invasion of Iraq, the U.S. govern-
ment contacted MCC's Middle East department to inquire as to
whether MCC would be willing to accept funds for development ac-
tivities in Iraq. The U.S. government saw and continues to see hu-
manitarian agencies as part of their war effort, "force multipliers" for
their campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, the Cana-
dian and U.S. military have actively sought NGO participation in
Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) which would involve the de-
livery of relief and development activities along side military and se-
curity operations. The widespread perception that aid agencies
merely serve as emissaries of the coalition forces has led to a mistrust
of agencies and an increase in violence toward aid workers.
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MCC has clearly rejected this 3D approach as inconsistent with
MCC's commitment to nonviolence and the need for impartiality to
help those on "all sides." By contrast, MCC has sought to integrate
community-level peacebuilding activities into relief and rehabilita-
tion efforts. In Do No Harm, Mary Anderson argues that relief agen-
cies should not only attempt to prevent further harm and conflict as a
result of their activities but that they should "help war to end by less-
ening intergroup tensions and strengthening intergroup connec-
tions."46 MCC has accordingly sought to "mainstream" peacebuild-
ing into its relief activities.

For example, in the pastoralist Karamojong region of northeast
Uganda, MCC worked with local partners to deliver humanitarian
help and increase inter-ethnic cooperation. A serious conflict be-
tween the government of Uganda and the Karamajong had led to the
destruction of local settlements, or "manyatas." Karamojong leader-
ship requested support from MCC to help displaced Karamojong
with food, cooking utensils, and blankets. Concerned about trans-
porting these good through insecure territory, MCC called on the
support of local partners in the Iteso region, which borders Karamo-
jong. The Iteso and the Karamjong have historically been in conflict,
with Karamjong often moving into Iteso territory during the dry sea-
son and forcibly taking over grazing land and water. When MCC ap-
proached Iteso partners with the proposition of distributing assis-
tance to displaced Karamojong, the Iteso were willing to help and
successfully carried out the distribution despite security risks and the
history of conflict. According to former MCC representative David
Klassen, this small effort enhanced relationships between the two
peoples and created opportunities for future cooperation.

Similarly in Rwanda, MCC supported group income generation
activities which brought together both Tutsi and Hutu ethnic women
in the wake of the Rwandan genocide. MCC-supported projects
formed inter-ethnic youth groups to reconstruct homes. In response
to the identity-based violence following the Kenya elections in 2007,
MCC assisted local religious leaders from competing ethnic commu-
nities in the joint distribution of food and non-food items.

MCC's response to a severe earthquake Iran in 1990 proved to be
an opportunity for MCC to increase its engagement with Islam and
increase its focus on interfaith bridge-building. Following the col-
lapse of the Berlin Wall, Islam was replacing communism as the new
"enemy" and MCC was encouraged to explore of interfaith coopera-
tion. MCC developed a strong relationship with the Iranian Red
Crescent Society and this initial "relief" engagement in Iran led to a
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later partnership with the Imam Khomeini Education and Research
Institute (IKERI) with an emphasis on interfaith dialogue. Most re-
cently this relationship led to numerous talks between church leaders
and the current President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the context of
growing hostility toward the Republic of Iran.

MCC's humanitarian assistance program has provided the or-
ganization with a window or space to demonstrate compassion and
to deconstruct the notion of Otherness, even among those who are
supposed to be "enemies." Remaining impartial in delivery assis-
tance is not only fundamental to humanitarian practice but also pro-
vides opportunities for peacebuilding and ongoing engagement.

L O O K I N G A H E A D : MCC AT 100

This chapter has explored the development of MCC humanitar-
ian activity over the past ninety years. Given these shifts and trends
explored above, where will MCC be at 100? Certain directions for
MCC's humanitarian work seem clear:

• Integrating "relief, development, and peace": From the beginning,
MCC has integrated peace and development activities as part
of its humanitarian and disaster response. To build social
resilience and prevent the vulnerability that leads to crisis,
MCC should strengthen the interplay between the various
aspects of the organization's work, particularly given MCC's
strength in peacebuilding.

• Deepening ecumenical cooperation: MCC is increasingly focus-
ing its partnerships on Anabaptist-related organizations.
Strengthening the capacity of these Anabaptist agencies
should serve as an entry point for further ecumenical and
interfaith cooperation—cooperation which has proved
important in responding to humanitarian crises.

• Building local capacity and partnerships: MCC has a strong his-
tory of walking alongside partner organizations. If MCC is
serious about "capacity building," MCC must invest the nec-
essary resources into strengthening the capacity of local part-
ners in disaster preparedness and response.

• Reducing vulnerability to disasters: In light of growing vulnera-
bility to climate change and increasing food insecurity, MCC
should increase its focus on measures to reduce vulnerability
to disasters. Current efforts in disaster risk reduction, climate
change adaptation, and social protection represent a strong
starting point.

I
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• Engaging "the enemy": While at times, MCC's engagement
with DPRK, Vietnam, Iran, and Iraq have raised questions
among MCC's supporters in Canada and the United States,
MCC should continue to be open to opportunities to engage
and build relationships with people and countries classified
as "the enemy."

• Realizing "the right to protection": At present, MCC's ability to
respond to disasters is driven by levels of media and con-
stituency engagement in the situation. MCC should find
more creative ways to generate resources and awareness
about "forgotten crises."

By moving in these directions, MCC will build on and prove
faithful to the lessons it has learned over nine decades of humanitar-
ian action.
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Chapter 16

Pacifism and the
Responsibility to Protect;

MCC and Just Policing

THEODORE J. KOONTZ

From contexts ranging from the halls of the United Nations in New
York to the jungles of eastern Congo, MCC frequently confronts

questions about the use of military or police force to protect the inno-
cent. These questions have come into sharper focus in recent years,
perhaps best symbolized by an extensive MCC Peace Office project
issuing in a major conference and a book centered around the ques-
tion of whether or how "Mennonites should be prepared to take up
the problems of security and participate in wider ecumenical, na-
tional, and international conversations about them."1 Framing the
issue as helping to provide security represents a shift in angle of vi-
sion on the question of what it means to love our neighbors and our
enemies. Among many other questions, this framing of the issue
raises questions about how we should think about policing and even
armed interventions aimed at protecting the innocent, questions with
which I will grapple in this chapter.

Mennonites vigorously disagree as to how Mennonite pacifist
commitment relates to the perceived responsibility to protect the in-
nocent, as the following shapshots of Mennonite reflections, most by
MCCers or from MCC publications, on these matters show:
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